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Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

American Standard  (PRC)

acme@acmesanitary.com.hk

SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Illustration/ Drawing

Contact Tel/Fax

E-mail

Model

Supplier

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen

(852) 2388-7171 / (852) 2710-8012

FFAS4955-701500BC0

Chrome Plated

FEATURES

German thermostatic cartridge

Anti-scald safestop button

Push button cartridge with flow rate adjustable from  Japan, lifecycle≥300,000 times

Plastic body with cool touch design,no risk of scalding on the body

Designed with a shelf space for storage

Side Hook on both side,as a shower accessories and drain the water on the top of the surface

PUSH

Imagine a rejuvenating shower experience as intuitive and simple as breathing. From the

cascading water from the Rainshower to the invigorating Hand Shower, all activated

individually with a simple push of a button.

TURN

Be in total control of both the temperature and volume of the water to create your own perfect

shower. Choose a stronger flow of water to ease muscle tensions or a more sensuous flow for

that relaxing spa-like pampering. All with an easy turn of the dial

Manufacturer

Website www.acmesanitary.com.hk

American Standard (PRC) "EasySET"

innovative exposed push button

thermostatic shower mixer to provide the

space flexibility and ease of use ; chrome

plated shower head and 3 functions hand

spray ; built-in two side hooks; nominated

flow rate 7.4 & 8.1 L/min in WELS Grade

1; Registration No. SB 17-0023 & SB 19-

0117

Item Descriptions

Finish
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLncQdPEw6s
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